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EDITOR IN CHIEF

The BV Digital Dispatch welcomes its new (selfappointed) Editor in Chief and social influencer, Hein.

HEIN

Hein's editorial opinion is that news should spread to all
members of the Bellavista community, that in the
exciting opportunities offered to "distance learning"
more isn't always better.

In the last week, an unprecedented number of online educational/edutainment
platforms have released their content to the public for free. In amongst them,
there are some gems. But please resist feeling overwhelmed and compelled to
sign up to different curriculum offerings. Rather, do less and obsess.
Hein put it to Mrs. Scott that readers might not know what this means. "More
curriculum is not better. At this stage, we can reduce curriculum complexity and
cover the basics. What is critical is that we continue to develop general
knowledge and vocabulary as well as keeping up the practice of reading," says
Scott. "So let's do less but obsess about exposure to literature and experiences
at this time."
Hein has curated a list of quality resources for parents to use, without pressure, to
stimulate a love of books and reading.

WISDOM FOR
THE PARENTS:

From our
columnist,
HENNIE VORSTER,
Educational
Psychologist
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EDITOR'S CHOICE
"ELEVENSES"
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INTERACTIVE STORIES

Here are some interactive
stories to explore

David Walliams is sharing 30
audiobooks for free
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TIME FOR KIDS
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https://www.vooks.com/
https://www.storylineonline.
net/
READERS

TIME for Kids launches a
free digital library

Read some amazing
children's books online
here:

https://store.emags.com/tim
eforkids

https://www.getepic.com/
AUDIO READERS

NASA KIDS

For all the science boffins
https://www.nasa.gov/kidscl
ub/index.html
THEATRE LOVERS

https://www.whatsonstage.com/lo
ndon-theatre/news/wind-in-thewillows-coronavirus-streamfree_51205.html?
utm_source=twitter&utm_medium
=email&utm_campaign=17march2
020

Audio books making stories
dyslexia friendly
https://stories.audible.com/s
tart-listen
ART LOVERS

https://www.artyfactory
.com/

